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Incidents Occurring In or Near the City of Belle Meade 

February 3rd 2020 to February 9th 2020 
 

Date  Incident   Address     Description 

 
2-3-2020 Suspicious Vehicle 4400 Harding Rd.   Officer observed a suspicious vehicle 

          driving around.  They were picking up 

          solicitors. 

 

2-4-2020 Assisted Metro  500 Block of Belle Meade Blvd  Assisted Metro with a welfare check on  

          someone that used to live at this house but 

          no longer does. 

 

2-4-2020 Officer Investigation 600 Block of Royal Oaks Pl  Solicitor selling magazines in the area.   

          Male subject wearing khaki pants, blue 

          poncho,  and red shoes.  He thought he was 

          in Metro Nashville so he left the city 

 

2-4-2020 Officer Investigation 900 Block of Westview Ave  Same solicitor selling magazines but was 

          Gone when officers arrived. 

 

2-4-2020 Officer Investigation 800 Block of Belle Meade Blvd  Same solicitor selling magazines but again 

          Was gone when officers arrived  

 

2-4-2020 Officer Investigation 600 Block of Belle Meade Blvd  Resident called about a loud mechanical 

          Noise that was hurting her ears but when  

          Officer arrived he/she did not hear anything 

 

2-5-2020 Officer Investigation 600 Block of Enquirer Ave  Solicitor in the area.  Subject found at  

          Enquirer and Leake, where he was advised 

          That he needed a permit to solicit 

 

2-5-2020 Officer Investigation 700 Block of Enquirer Ave  Male subject knocked on door to residence 

          But owner did not answer and did not see a  

          Vehicle in driveway.  When officer arrived 

          The subject was gone. 

 

2-5-2020 Suspicious Person 800 Belle Meade Blvd   Two male subjects in the area soliciting 

          They were given a ride to Walgreens 

          And warned about soliciting and trespassing 

 

2-5-2020 Officer Investigation 600 Block of Belle Meade Blvd  Resident called again about a loud noise that 

          Sounded like machinery running.  They  

          Asked that the officer turn their car off in  

          Order to hear it.  The officer actually got out 

          Of his vehicle and found an exterior vent but 

          you would have to be right beside it to hear  

          It.  Other than that no other noises. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2-6-2020 Assist Other Agency 900 Block of Lynwood Blvd  Assisted Metro with an alarm in their area 

          Found an open door to the garage and the  

          Door to the house was secure.  Homeowner 

          Arrived and asked officer to check the house 

          To make sure everything okay. 

 

2-6-2020 LPR/Stolen Tag  Harding Rd/Lynwood Blvd  Cameras alerted dispatch of a stolen tag. 

Vehicle was gone on arrival.  Units went all 

          The way to Leake Ave searching for vehicle 

 

2-7-2020 Officer Investigation 700 Block of Lynwood Blvd  Resident called saying that she thought  

          Someone was in her house.  She said it  

          Sounded like someone was knocking things 

          Around.  Officers checked property and  

          House and everything was okay 

 

2-8-2020 Safety Hazard  400 Block of West Tyne Blvd  Someone called in about cardboard box in  

          The road.  It was removed 

 

2-9-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Jackson Blvd/Harding Rd   Cameras alerted dispatch of a stolen vehicle 

          Vehicle was stopped and recovered, driver 

          Was arrested 

 

2-9-2020 Suspicious Person 4400 Block of Shepard Pl   Female subject walking around asking if she 

          Can paint houses.  She was gone when  

          Officers arrived 

 

2-9-2020 Suspicious Incident 4715 Harding Road   Someone called about half an hour after the   

          fact about people jumping over the fence 

          behind St. George’s.  Subjects had already 

          left when officers arrived  

 

2-9-2020 Traffic Stop  Lynwood Blvd/Harding Rd  Vehicle refused to stop when officer tried to 

          Initiate a traffic stop for speeding.  The  

          Officer terminated the stop when the vehicle 

          Took off at a high rate of speed down  

          Harding Rd. so as to not cause any accidents  

 

2-9-2020 Arrests   4705 Harding Road   Det Sexton issued two misdemeanor state  

          Citations in relation to a hit and run crash 

that Occurred in December 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system. 
1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be 

sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations. 
2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle. 
 

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!  


